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Abstract: In many real-world production systems, it requires an explicit consideration of sequence-

dependent setup times when scheduling jobs. As for the scheduling criterion, the tardiness, holding

and setup costs are always regarded as the most important criteria in practical systems. Considering

all of these criterions has received little attention in the scheduling literature. In this paper, we present

a new meta-heuristic for such a problem in a single-machine environment. To comply with industrial

situations, the dynamic release of jobs is assumed. Also there is an upper limit for the setup cost of

each job and based on it, some sequences maybe impossible. It also provides guidelines that can be

used by practitioners in the process of selecting the appropriate scheduling methodology. 

Key words: Single machine scheduling, Meta-heuristic, simulated annealing, Simple diagraph,

Neighborhood search. 

INTRODUCTION

The operations scheduling problems have been studied for over five decades. One of the most thoroughly

studied scheduling problems is the single machine scheduling problem (SMSP). In the SMSP, a set

N = {1, … , n} of n independent jobs has to be processed on one machine. Most of studies by now either

ignored setup times or assumed them to be independent of job sequence (Allahverdi et al. 1999; Cheng,

T.C.E., 2000) 

Setup includes work to prepare the machine, process, or bench for product parts or the cycle. This includes

obtaining tools, positioning work-in-process material, return tooling, cleanup, setting the required jigs and

fixtures, adjusting tools, and inspecting material. Scheduling problems involving setup times can be divided

into two classes. The first class is sequence-independent and the second one is sequence-dependent setup times.

Setup is sequence-dependent if its duration depends on both the current and the immediately preceding job,

and is sequence-independent if its duration depends only on the current job to be processed. Sequence-

dependent setup times are usually found in the situation where the facility is a multipurpose machine. Some

examples of sequence-dependent setups include (i) chemical compounds manufacturing, where the extent of

the cleaning depends on both the chemical most recently processed and the chemical about to be processed

and (ii) the printing industry, where the cleaning and setting of the presses for processing the next job depends

on its difference from the color of ink, size of paper and types used in the previous job. The case of sequence-

dependent setups can be found in other numerous industrial systems, which include the stamping operation in

plastic manufacturing, die changing a metal processing shop, and roll slitting in the paper industry (Eren, T.

and T.E. Güner, 2006). 

Recent reviews of scheduling research (Ekºioðlu, B., S.D. Ekºioðlu, 2008) showed that most prior research

on scheduling problems has assumed sequence-independent setup times. After one of the pioneers studying

common due date problems by Kanet (1981), many heuristic and metaheuristic methods have been proposed

for its solution. Soric (2000) introduced CLWS heuristic policy for SMSP which stabilized the system in the

sense that, in the long run, the required demand is met. He showed that the error of the heuristic CLWS from

the optimal solution is 2.5–3.0% on average. Yang and Yu (2002) provided two polynomial time heuristics

for SMSP with sum of completion times criterion in the case of significant uncertainty of the processing times.

Also they demonstrated their effectiveness. Feldmann and Biskup (2003) considered SMSP against a restrictive

common due date. Their work consisted of two parts: firstly a new and appropriate problem representation was

developed. As the restrictive common due date problem is known to be intractable they decided, secondly, to
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apply meta-heuristics, namely evolutionary strategies, simulated annealing and threshold accepting. Chang et

al. (2006) presented a case-injected genetic algorithm (CIGA) to solve the SMSPs with release time and the

objective is to minimize the total weighted completion time. Choi et al. (2007) considered two SMSPs with

resource dependent release times. In the first problem, the objective was to minimize the total resource

consumption with a constraint on the sum of job completion times. In the second problem, the objective was

to minimize the weighted total resource consumption and sum of job completion times with an initial release

time greater than the total processing times. They developed an effective heuristic to solve the problem.

Valente (2007) considered the SMSP with linear earliness and quadratic tardiness costs, and no machine

idle time. Several dispatching heuristics were proposed, and their performance was analyzed on a wide range

of instances. The heuristics included simple scheduling rules, as well as a procedure that takes advantage of

the strengths of these rules. Valente and Alves (2008) considered the SMSP with quadratic earliness and

tardiness costs, and no machine idle time. They proposed several dispatching heuristics, and analyzed their

performance on a wide range of instances. The heuristics included simple and widely used scheduling rules,

as well as adaptations of those rules to a quadratic objective function. Finally Ying (2008) introduced

recovering beam search algorithm to Minimize earliness-tardiness penalties for common due date single-machine

scheduling problems.

A survey of US manufacturing practices indicates that meeting due dates is the single most important

scheduling criterion Ying (2008). Among the due-date criteria, the tardiness and holding cost are strongly

flexible and can be used to differentiate between customers. 

While the importance of the sequence dependent setup times (SDST) problems has been recognized, the

problem with considering three kinds of costs (tardiness, holding and setup) has received little attention in the

scheduling literature, mainly because of its complexity. This inspires us to develop a heuristic to obtain a near-

optimal solution for this practical problem in the single-machine environment. It is noted that the single-

machine problem does not necessarily involve only one machine; a complicated machine environment with a

single bottleneck may be treated as a single machine problem Allahverdi et al. (1999).

Many criteria have been found to solve scheduling problems in the literature review. A wide range of

maxresearch focused on minimization of the make-span or C . With the fast review, we will face a lot of criteria

for objective function in the literature. The real-world scheduling problems involve conflicting cost components

and multiple measures of performance become important. The use of make-span as the representative of these

cost components and multiple measures of performance raises several questions. some studies, performed to

study the effect of schedule criterion on the selection of the schedule, indicate that make-span schedules may

involve far larger opportunity losses than those selected according to, say, the penalty cost criterion (Ying, K.,

2008). Thus, there is a reluctance to use make-span as the criterion of optimality or in other words, the

extended version of Johnson’s problem finds little use in the study of general scheduling problems. Allahverdi

et al.(1999) expressed practically no research results are available for optimizing the multi criteria scheduling

problems in the presence of separable setup times. Hence future research in solving scheduling problems with

setups to optimize multiple objectives is both desirable and interesting. Also Allahverdi et al. (1999) introduce

attention to due date related criteria for future research. In this paper we assume specific delivery time (due

date) and delay cost for each job (based on its customer) and we are going to minimize total cost of setup,

holding and delay. Also one heuristic search algorithm is described as a possible solution technique for the

generalized scheduling problem.

We now give a formal description of the problem. We have n jobs that were released during the previous

planning horizon, only to become available at a later time during the current planning horizon, on a

continuously available single machine.

The machine can process only one job at a time. Associated with each job j is the required processing

j j j j ijtime (P ), due time (D ), holding cost (Hc ) and delay cost (Dc ). In addition, there is a setup time (S ) incurred

when job j follows job i immediately in the processing sequence. Also some sequences are impossible based

on procured setup cost. This assumption is logical in according to the following discussion.

For example in dyeing and spinning process (all kind of fibers like acrylic, polyester and A-10), there are

some jobs and major difference between them is color. Setup cost is completely sequence-dependent (cleaning

process and some setting for the new color depend on the previous color). Also some sequences have high

cost and hence maybe are irrational. For example, production of completely bright colored fibers (white and

bright cream) after completely dark colored fibers (black, dark blue and dark red) has excessive setup cost

(more than two days cleaning process and at least one or two wasted baskets per any dyeing machine).

Impossibility of these sequences depends on upper limit of setup cost. Certainly according to selling price, each
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job has upper limit of production cost that producing with more cost is irrational. There is the same condition

in cable industry when colored wire is produced. We can find many examples especially in chemical and

textile industries that this condition is valid. Unlike the dependency between sequences, this impossibility of

some sequences (based on upper limit of production cost) is completely ignored in the literature. 

In this paper, we focus on a single machine scheduling problem with dynamic job releases. W hen many

jobs received from customers compete for the same resource, in addition to agreeing on a specific due date

it is customary to specify a weight or degree of importance based upon the job and the kind of relationship

that exists between the customer and the producer (Cheng, T.C.E., J.N.D. Gupta, 2000). In addition, the setup

time required of a job on the machine is dependent upon the degree of similarity or dissimilarity that exists

between this job and the immediately preceding job. Thus, the problem we consider is a sequence-dependent

single machine scheduling problem with the objective of minimizing the tardiness, holding and setup costs of

all jobs released during the planning horizon.

The rest of paper is organized as follows: section two presents mathematical formulation. Section three

introduces meta-heuristic algorithm and finally section four describes computational results.

2. Mathematical Formulation:

In this section, we first provide a formulation of the three criteria scheduling with sequence dependent

setup times. The objective function includes tardiness, holding and setup. There is a large number of software

designed to solve linear programming models. Considering the availability of the software to scheduling

practitioners, we selected Microsoft Excel's Solver Add-in as a tool to solve and analyze the problem. 

2.1. Notations:

Indices: 

i or j=1,…,n job index used as a unique identifier for each job;

t=1,…,T period index used as a unique identifier for each time period;

Parameters:

jP : processing time of job j;

jD : due time of job j;

0jS : setup time of job j in the first sequence position (initial setup time);

ijS : incremental setup time of switching from job i to job j;

0jSc : setup cost of job j in the first sequence position (initial setup cost);

ijSc : incremental setup cost of switching from job i to job j;

jHc : holding cost of job j per unit of time period;

jDc : delay cost of job j per unit of time period;

jR : time job j is released;

tB : available time in period t;

iU : upper limit for setup cost of job i,

Variables:

ijtX : 1 if job j is produced in period t immediately after job i; 0, otherwise;

0j1X : 1 if job j is produced in period 1 from idle machine; 0, otherwise;

2.2. Formulation:

Using the above notations, a 0-1 mixed integer LP formulation is presented:

Minimize   (1)

Minimize   (2)
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Minimize   (3)

Subject to                 j=1,2,…, n   (4 )

   i and j=1,2,…, n   (5 )

    i, j and k=1,2,…, n   (6 )

   t=1,2,…, T   (7 )

       i=0,1,…, n ;  j=1,2,…, n   (8 )

                       (9 )

Three objective functions minimize setup cost, delay cost (tardiness) and holding cost consecutively.

Constraint (4) implies all job must be produced exactly ones and constraint (5) says that if job i is produced

after job j, then job j can not be produced after job i. Constraint (6) says if job i is produced after job j, no

other job can be produced after job j. Constraint (7) is related to production time constraint and Finally the

last constraint is clear. We can also add production capacity as a constraint. Constraint (8) is related to

maximum acceptable setup cost for each job. Therefore if some sequence is impossible, the related variable

must be zero. For example if sequence 12 (job 2 immediately after job 1) is impossible (make high setup cost),

12tthen X  must be equal to zero. 

2.3. Results:

From the practitioner perspective, a major concern for the mathematical formulation of this class of

scheduling problems would be the number of constraints and decision variables. The model presented above

has n  × T + n × T variables and n  × T + n × T + T constraints, where n is the number of jobs which must2 2

be sequenced and T is the number of periods. Fig. 1 graphically represents the change in the number of

decision variables when the number of jobs to be scheduled increases (T=10). 

As shown above, when the number of jobs increases, the number of constraints and decision variables will

increase significantly. Hence we need one heuristic approach to solve the problem.

3. Meta-heuristic Algorithm:

Presented model is nonlinear and includes binary variables and also has a lot of constraints. It is obvious

that finding optimal solution of proposed mathematical model is considerably time consuming especially in the

real world problem. Hence we must search some meta-heuristic methods. In this paper an initial solution is

found by the means of an effective constructive heuristic and improved based on a meta-heuristic. To find the

initial solution, it is required to construct one simple diagraph based on the problem. We have one  machine
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Fig. 1: Required number of decision variables vs. number of jobs.

that can proceeds only one job each time. Also there is planning horizon that job release during it. In each

problem, there are n jobs (numbered 1 to n) that must to be launched on the machine and also there are some

feasible sequences between jobs. Hence the related simple diagraph (called D) is a double (V, E), where

1. V is a finite set called the set of vertices of D. Each vertex indicates one job, so for n jobs there are n

vertices.

2. E is a subset of {uv*u,v�V and u�v} called the set of arcs of D. Each arc uv indicates a feasible

sequence between job u and job v, in other word, it is feasible to produce job v immediately after job u.

But if job v can not be produced immediately after job u, there is no arc from vertex u to vertex v. Hence

existence of arc between vertices in D indicates feasibility of sequence between jobs in the problem.

In D each vertex has unique number related to the job number (vertex 1 indicates job 1 and etc.). Also

one additional vertex numbered 0 is shown in D. Each arc 0u (u�V) in D indicates sequence 0u and it means

produce job u before any other jobs or as first job on the machine. Sequence 0u is feasible for all jobs and

therefore there is one arc from vertex 0 to each vertex in D. 

By this we have one graph based on released jobs in each period and related possible sequences. Two

simple diagraphs (D1 and D2) are shown in Figure 1.

Fig. 1: Two simple diagraphs for problem with three jobs

In D, some arcs may still indicate impossible sequences. Let vertex u has various exiting arcs. If one of

these arcs ends to one degree vertex (vertex with only one entering arc), say vertex v, it means job v, and no

other jobs, must be launched on the machine after job u.  Therefore all uk arcs, k�v, indicate impossible

sequences and must be eliminated from D. Also arc vu (if exists) indicates impossible sequence because if job

v must be scheduled after job u, job u can not be scheduled after job v. We call these arcs as redundant arcs.

For example in Figure 1, vertex 1 in D1 and vertex 2 in D2 are one degree. Therefore arc 02 and arc 03 in

D1 and arc 01 and arc 03 in D2 are redundant and must be eliminated. After these eliminations, vertices 1

and 3 in D2 will be one degree. One of arcs 21 and 23 in D2 is redundant arc. We eliminate one of these

arcs  (assume  23)  from  D2.  The process of elimination redundant arcs from D1 and D2 are shown in

Figure 2.

After D is modified, the feasibility of the problem must be checked. It means the feasibility of existence

at least one schedule between jobs based on the feasible sequence must be checked. One of the most widely

used representations for scheduling problems is job-to-position representation. In this kind of representation,

a single row array of the size equal to the number of the jobs to be scheduled is formed. The value of the

first  element  of  the  array  indicates which  job is scheduled first. The second value shows which job is
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Fig. 2: Process of reorganization and elimination of redundant arcs from D1 and D2

scheduled second and so on. This representation is called complete schedule (Gupta, J.N.D., 1975). For

example (1-3-2) is a complete schedule for D1 and means job 1 is scheduled first, job 3 is scheduled second

and job 2 is last. It is clear to have one complete schedule for the problem with n jobs, n positions in single

row array are required (first, second,…, n-th). To check the feasibility of at least one complete schedule, it

is enough to count the number of positions created by feasible sequences. To count the number of positions,

the care should be made regarding the arcs of the D. Each arc indicates one feasible sequence and can

contribute in the creation of required positions which is called arc contribution. Assume m  arcs end to vertex

u. Because in any complete schedule, vertex u has one position (from first to nth), sum of contributions of

these arcs in position creation is equal to 1. Without loss generality, we can assume each arc has arc

contribution equal to 1/m . For example in Figure 2, in D1 arc contribution of 01 is equal to 1/1=1. Arc

contribution of each 12 and 32 is 1/2=0.5 and arc contribution of each 13 and 23 is 1/2=0.5. In D2, arc

contribution of each 02 and 21 is 1/1=1. But for the problem with n jobs, to have at least one complete

schedule, it is required to have n positions, so the sum of arcs contributions must be equal to n. Sum of arcs

contributions in D1 is 1+0.5+0.5+0.5+0.5=3 and sum of arcs contributions in D2 is 1+1=2. Therefore in D1,

problem is feasible (one complete schedule is possible like 1-2-3 or 1-3-2) but in D2, problem is infeasible.

The process of redundant arcs elimination, arc contribution calculation and comparison with the required

position is called sequence feasibility check or SFC. 

Here we describe our method. Most of the evolutionary algorithms use a random procedure to generate

an initial set of solutions. But, since the output results are strongly dependent on the initial set, we propose

a new mechanism to construct the solution. First it is required to find an initial solution, but here none of the

previous methods which utilize a random procedure for initial solution is applicable to our problem because

of existence of impossible sequence. After the initial solution is found, a stochastic improvement technique is

applied to improve the initial solution.

The stochastic method used in this paper is SA. SA is a meta-heuristic search method based on ideas

drawn from statistical physics and has been found to be effective in many combinatorial optimization problems.

The algorithm begins with a randomly generated initial point (the trial solution). This initial solution is the

‘‘current’’ solution. A neighbor (an adjacent point) of this current solution is then generated, following some

predetermined neighbor-generating method. If the neighbor is found to be better than the current point, it is

unconditionally accepted as the new current point. The SA developed in this paper is hybridized with

constructive heuristic and three search neighborhoods (pairwise interchange, forward insertion and backward

insertion).

Our HSA consists of two separate phases namely, construction and improvement phase.

Construction Phase: 

The following steps are taken to construct the initial solution by selecting jobs one by one in the complete

schedule:

1. Construct the simple diagraph and do SFC for the related simple diagraph. If it is not valid, the problem

is infeasible. If it is valid, insert additional job 0 (or additional vertex 0) at the position 0 and set k=1.

2. Put each job i (i=1,…,N)  not scheduled up to now in position k. Calculate the sum of setup, holding and

delay costs for each job i if it is produced at the k-th sequence. Select one job with the least summation

cost.

3. Eliminate those arcs emanating from unselected vertices (jobs) and leading to a selected vertex. Also

eliminate all arcs emanating from vertex scheduled at the position k-1, except that unique arc leads to a

selected vertex. Do SFC for the new simple diagraph. If it is valid, put the selected job at the position
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k and substitute the old simple diagraph with the new one. If it is not valid, select the next job with the

least summation cost from step 2 and do the same. Do these till SFC is valid. Put k=k+1 and if k�N  (N

indicates the number of jobs) go to step 2. If not, schedule process is finished.

It is clear if SFC at the first stage is valid, we have at least one complete schedule. But in step 3, after

each selection, SFC is made again for the new graph. For example in Figure 2 for D1, if job 2 has the least

summation cost to be the first, arc 01 must be eliminated and the SFC must be made for the new D that is

not valid. Hence selection must be changed. 

Improvement Phase: 

The effectiveness of a local search/improvement procedure depends on the proper choice of neighborhood

search structure, the neighborhood generation mechanisms, the starting solution and the evaluation of

neighboring solutions. Since the solutions obtained from the construction phase are usually not even locally

optimal solutions, it is better to perform local search on these solutions. We use three different types of

neighborhood search as pairwise interchange neighborhood, forward insertion neighborhood and backward

insertion neighborhood (Gupta, S.R. and J.S. Smith, 2006). In the following, we first define three types of

different neighborhood search structures.

Pairwise interchange neighborhood search structure. Positions of one pair of jobs are interchanged, and

the current solution is the neighborhood solution of the previous solution.

Forward insertion neighborhood search structure. A job is randomly removed from sequence and

randomly relocated into one of the forward position in the sequence, and the current solution is the

neighborhood solution of the previous solution.

Backward insertion neighborhood search structure. A job is randomly removed from sequence and

randomly relocated into one of the backward position in the sequence, and the current solution is the

neighborhood solution of the previous solution.

The above search neighborhoods are utilized in step 3 of the HSA algorithm which follows. 

The value of objective function (1) for each sequence x is represented by OF(x). Now following presents

HSA algorithm which is the hybridization of simulated annealing and initial solution of construction phase and

also three above-mentioned search neighborhood.

1. For i=1 to N do

2. Initialize Max-iterations (required maximum iteration), Temp-start (parameter for SA).

Set Count = 1, T = Temp-start.

cLet the complete schedule obtained in the construction phase be called the current sequence, x , then

ccompute OF(x ).

3. Randomly generate a neighboring sequence using either the pairwise interchange neighborhood, forward

insertion neighborhood or backward insertion neighborhood. Let the neighboring sequence be called the

a aadjacent sequence, x , then compute OF(x ).If neighborhood is a feasible solution then

a c c a4. If OF(x )<OF(x ) then set x =x ;

Else

a cSet D= OF(x )-OF(x );

Set T= Temp-start/log(1+Count);

c aWith probability set x  =x .

End if

End if

5. Increment Count by 1;

If Count<Max-iterations, go to step 3.

6. Set the current best sequence as the final solution.

Computational Results:

This section describes the computational tests which are used to evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency

of the proposed algorithm in terms of finding good quality schedules. For this purpose, we tested the following

three methods: 

• MM: Mathematical programming model proposed in this paper as a lower bound for small size problems.

• RBS: The recovering beam search algorithm described by Ying (2008).

• HSA: Meta-heuristic algorithm described in this paper.
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4.1. Test Problems:

Processing time for each job is random quantities from a uniform distribution [0.02, 0.08]. Problem

hardness depends likely on whether there is a balance between average processing times and the average setup

times. For this reason, two different classes of problems were used in the computational experiments. The setup

times were random integers from the following uniform distributions: 

• Class 1: Small setup times (SSU) [1, 10];

• Class 2: Large setup times (LSU) [1, 40].

Each problem instance corresponds to a new set of values for the entries of the N*N matrix of setup costs,

where each entry is independently obtained from a uniform distribution [1, 25]. Holding and delay costs for

each job per period are random integers from a uniform distribution [0.2, 2]. Computational testing was

conducted on some of test problems. We randomly generated these problems because there is no existing test

suite for the single machine problem with presented features. Number of jobs randomly generated between 100

and 250. After constructing the related graph, we tested three methods. As an example of the notation, consider

the LS5 set of problems: it consists of 20 instances generated with setup times between 1 and 40 and with

5 jobs. Considering all configurations tested, we obtain a total of 240 problem instances. The methods of RBS

and HSA were coded and run on a 2800 MHz Pentium-based PC with 1024 RAM using MATLAB software.

Mathematical model was solved with LINGO software with the same PC. 

4.2. Effectiveness of the Proposed Algorithm:

Each problem instance was solved using each method. In addition, for each problem, the best solution was

found using the best result gained by all algorithms. We compare all results and select the best solution. Using

the output from these algorithms, the percentage relative error (PRE) for each method is computed as follows:

hPRE=(M �BS)/BS (10)

hwhere M  is the solution for the method h and BS is the best solution. For the small size problems, MM

creates the best solution and of course it is the lower bound of problem but in large size problems it is very

time consuming. The average, minimum, and maximum PRE values for all methods are shown in Table 1. The

‘Min’ labeled columns show, in subscript, the number of instances for which the algorithm solution was equal

to the corresponding BS. In ‘Average’ column we show two sub columns including average result and average

time to solve all 20 instances. The maximum time of solution is assumed to be 900 seconds.

Table 1: The PRE values for comparative evaluation of methods (times are in second)

Instances HSA RBS MM

--------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------ ------------------------------------------------

Min Ave. Max Min Ave. Max Min Ave. Max 

PRE ----------------------- PRE PRE ----------------------- PRE PRE -------------------- PRE

PRE Time PRE Time PRE Time

LSU3 19 <1 0.1 16 <1 0.1 20 96.8 00 0.01 0

LSU5 15 <1 0 7 <1 0.24 20 0 248.6 00 0.05

LSU10 7 2.8 0.2 3 3.2 0.25 20 0 848.6 00.1 0.15

LSU30 14 8.5 0 7 12.4 0.12 - - >900 -0 0.04

LSU50 15 149 0.1 5 174 0.11 - - >900 -0 0.05

LSU100 17 749 0.1 3 804 0.12 - - >900 -0 0.06

SSU3 20 <1 0 18 <1 0.1 20 0 90.2 00 0.01

SSU5 14 <1 0 8 <1 0.1 20 0 253.4 00 0.02

SSU10 8 2.5 0.16 4 2.4 0.27 20 0 853.4 00.1 0.12

SSU30 17 9.1 0.1 3 11.2 0.14 - - >900 -0 0.07

SSU50 15 52.3 0.1 5 68.4 0.15 - - >900 -0 0.05

SSU100 18 752 0.1 2 821 0.14 - - >900 -0 0.07

Table 1 demonstrates that MM creates the best solutions for small size problems but spends a lot of time.

HSA and RBS seem so fast and can create almost good solutions in short time especially for the small size

problems. Also, it can be seen that HSA outperforms RBS in average PRE for all cases. 

1 2We now conduct the hypothesis test to make sure whether the differences between means (ì -ì  = 0) is

1 2 1 2zero or not. Specifically, we test the (null) hypothesis ì -ì  = 0 against the alternative ì -ì  > 0. A t test for

checking  whether differences  are  significant  has been performed. For example, the first entry in Table 2
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1 2 1 2corresponds to the sample size= n -n  = 0, ì -ì  = 0, sample mean for HSA and RBS are                  and

1 1                  respectively.  Sample  standard  deviation  for  HSA  and  RBS  are S = 3.58 and S =7.82

respectively. Since                                 , we  conclude  that  the  difference  is  not  statistically

significant. Table 2 displays all differences are significant except when there are only three jobs. 

Table 2: T test to evaluate significance of differences

v ,0 .05Instances Average OF or SD OF or S t í t Significant

--------------------------- ------------------------------

HSA RBS HSA RBS

SU3 314.8 317.1 3.58 7.82 1.2 27 1.7 No

LSU5 984.34 1015.63 11.38 65.93 2.09 20 1.73 Yes

LSU10 7495.43 8142.49 435.59 564.28 4.06 36 1.65 Yes

LSU30 55016.7 56580.7 604.85 2215.7 3.05 22 1.72 Yes

LSU50 291554 302839 6751.9 13688 3.31 28 1.7 Yes

LSU100 671377 705012 15399 28880 4.6 29 1.7 Yes

SSU3 305 306.5 0 4.89 1.37 19 1.73 No

SSU5 943.95 954.3 7 14.07 2.95 28 1.7 Yes

SSU10 7203.65 7575.2 416.06 626.47 2.21 33 1.65 Yes

SSU30 51446.7 54764.7 660.94 3004.4 4.82 21 1.72 Yes

SSU50 258268 268578 5097.9 12474 3.42 25 1.71 Yes

SSU100 655282 695356 14245 35583 4.68 25 1.71 Yes

Each instance contains 20 independent tests

OF means objective function (1) and SD means standard deviation

Concluding Remarks and Recommendation for Future Studies: 

In this paper, the problem of scheduling jobs on one machine with sequence-dependent setups was

explored. The optimization criterion investigated was the minimization of the sum of delay, holding and setup

costs. A mathematical model was developed to solve this problem. Several numbers of jobs up to 10 were

generated to solve the proposed mathematical model. We introduced a new improved SA called HSA to solve

the large scale problems. The HSA was hybridized with an effective constructive heuristic to yield excellent

final quality solution. Another concept we utilized was the three types of neighborhood search structures. A

benchmark was established to evaluate the performance of the algorithms. As shown by the experimental

results, our proposed algorithm outperformed the other. As an area of future research, it is recommended to

find an approach that facilitates faster initial solution.
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